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Social stats
Likes: 23+K
Follows: 24+K
Group: 8.5K

Follows: 11.9K

Views: 30K-150K

Site stats
Page views (monthly average):

16K-19K
Users (monthly average):

8K-9K
Newsletter (weekly):

1,800+
Demographics overview:

80% women, 70% North America

About Jen

Jen has been creating websites since
1999, and professionally in the software
industry since 2001. She has
professional experience in writing,
graphics, marketing, community
relations, and has been writing online
articles longer than blogs have been in
existence. Jen has been working with
companies to promote their products
for many years in several different
niches.

Jen has been following
a vegan lifestyle for
several years, and has
adopted a low-fat and
oil free way of eating

after attending a three day seminar by
Dr. John McDougall in 2017.

Rates (USD)
Social promotion only: $50
Info article or sponsored recipe (+social, SEO, newsletter): $200
Review (longer, also includes social, SEO, newsletter): $250
Giveaway add-on (to social or article): $50
Product photography release: Please ask

About the site

What we offer
PlantBasedRecipe.com offers reviews, articles, hosted
giveaways, and other forms of promotions to vegan
businesses, and businesses offering vegan products or
services. We offer promotion both on our website and/or
on social channels.

Products can be photographed if they are sent to us, and
arrangements can be made if you wish to use these
product photos for your business as well.

Although we have an oil-free, low fat focus, the products
and services promoted do not need to be in this category,
nor does the product need to be food related. We might
mention the product is appropriate for gifts, special
occasions (etc) if it does not match our recommended way
of eating. However, all promotions do need to be vegan.

PlantBasedRecipe.com primarily focuses on healthy,
inexpensive and easy to follow recipes that anyone can
make. The recipes are oil-free and low fat, and typically
offer several modifications so they can fit several different
ways of eating.

The site also focuses on the food: you will find each of our
user-friendly articles short and to-the-point. We also offer
information about the food you eat, vegan lifestyle,
reviews, meal planning, and have several short e-books in
the works.

Learn about our website, statistics, promotional offerings
and current rates. Contact jen@plantbasedrecipe.com for
more information or to get started.


